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Abstract

Heat conduction problems are usually solved either with analytical or numerical simulations, or with a reduced model

using system identification. The use of polynomial models, often used in automation theory, gained the attention

of the thermal community in the last decades to elaborate these reduced models because of their simplicity and

performance to characterize an invariable system. They allow, for example, estimating a local temperature with a

known input heat source. However, using polynomial models (or identified systems) in inverse conduction problems

is not straightforward, usually requiring either a second inversion step. In this paper, we present a novel inverse

technique based on the polynomial model ARX (autoregressive with exogenous input) that allows the estimation of

an unknown input (like an imposed heat flux on a boundary) using a known output (temperature measurement).

This new method, named inverse ARX or IARX, only requires a calibration step as a regular polynomial model and,

then, it can estimate the input by a direct calculation with the identified parameters. The difference between IARX

and ARX is the presence of future exogenous parameters, which were deduced using the initial discrete form of the

ARX model. We present herein a numerical example using IARX of a 1D heat conduction simulation and IARX

succeeded to estimate the input heat flux, even with high discontinuities and high measurement noises. Finally, we

compare the proposed method with the classical Beck’s function specification method. IARX presented advantages

like having no restriction for the number of future terms used in the method and performing the calculation 45%

faster and with much less memory space consumption than with Beck’s method.
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Nomenclature

Greek Letters

α thermal diffusivity

λ thermal conductivity

φ heat flux

ρ density

σ standard deviation
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Θ temperature difference

ε noise

Roman Letters

A past-input sub-matrix

B past-output sub-matrix

C future-output sub-matrix

d result vector

p parameters vector

S sensitivity matrix

u input vector

a autoregressive parameter

b past exogenous parameter

c future exogenous parameter

cp specific heat

fit fit parameter

H impulse response

k time step

L length

n number of a parameter

p Laplace parameter

r relative residue

T temperature

t time

u input

X thermal impedance

x position

y output

Z inverse Laplace solution

Subscripts

f future

fts future time steps

p past

ref referential

TC thermocouple

1. Introduction

In most engineering applications, we find cases of a generic system excited with an input u providing a response

or output y (Fig. 1) [1], like a base excitation of a body-spring-damper system resulting in the body displacement, a

voltage input giving an electrical current output, or a heat power changing the temperature field in a body. Looking

to describe the target system as best as possible, engineers develop methods to predict the output (ymo) using a5

known input and a model for the system, this calculation being usually referred to as direct problem. However, there

are as well applications where the output is known by measurements and we desire to find the input that caused that

response. This is known as inverse problem, as the developed model is used in the ”opposite sense”. The issue with

this last method is that these models are usually ill-posed, which means that measurement noises and model errors

are amplified during inversion and diverges the input calculation, requiring the use of regularization methods.10

This paper focuses exactly on this problem for heat transfer applications of estimating unknown boundary con-

ditions varying in time from the knowledge of one or several temperature evolution data in a space domain. This is

a classical inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP) whose resolution applies to situations with a heat power, heat

flux, or temperature source (input) that stimulates a homogeneous material system and results in the observed or

measured temperature response (output). We find many examples of IHCP solved using different functional mini-15

mization techniques, like the Generalized Minimal Residual Method (GMRES, which is basically a least squares tool)
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Figure 1: Input-output relations in a real engineering application and its modeling for direct and inverse problems.

[9], Bayesian approaches [10, 11] or the PID-control theory [12]. We must allude to Beck’s major contribution on

IHCP [2, 3], including non-linear problems [4], and particularly for his function specification method that processes

the ill-posed nature of the corresponding inverse problem. Other popular regularization techniques based on some

type of modified least square technique can also be underlined: Tikhonov’s method [5, 6], truncated singular value20

decomposition (TSVD) [7, 8].

As mentioned before, a reliable model is required to be used in the inverse algorithm and, then, correlate the

input and the output (Fig. 1). A strictly analytical model is achievable for cases with simple geometries, known

physical properties and defined measurement location, although it hardly corresponds exactly to the real system

being studied. Otherwise, problems with complex geometries or boundary conditions require using a detailed model25

based on a spatial discretization, which allows extracting input-output correlations that can be described by so-

called reduced models. If the system studied is linear time-invariant (LTI), these reduced models are a convolution

product, as dictated by Duhamel’s theorem [13], which means the transient temperature behavior at any location in

the domain can be written in continuous time t using the superposition principle as follows:

y(t) =

nu∑
i=1

∫ t

0

ui(t− τ)Hi(τ)dτ (1)

where y(t) is the output temperature response at time t and at a given point in the system, ui(t) is the amplitude of30

the i-th thermal input, nu is the number of inputs in the system, and Hi(t) the associated impulse response to the

i-th source for the same point. Indeed, the impulse responses Hi(t) fully characterize the system model as they do

not depend on the transient profile of the associated sources.

In order to perform such model reduction, or system identification if the data sets are directly provided by

an experiment, the impulse responses can be estimated through polynomial models, intensively studied by Ljung35

[14]. More precisely, some forms of these parametric models (which are as well reduced models) can be considered

as generalizations of impulse responses, and thus adapted to thermal behavior laws. Among them, autoregressive

models with exogenous inputs (ARX) are very appropriate to represent input-output laws relating thermal flux and

potentials due to their simplicity and performance. The discrete original structure of ARX models to calculate the

output y at a time step k is given by:40

y[k] = −
na∑
i=1

aiy[k − i] +

nb−1∑
i=0

biu[k − nk − i] (2)
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where ai and bi are, respectively, the autoregressive and exogenous parameters, na and nb their respective quantities,

and nk is the dead-time parameter, which can be used when there is a delay between the system response and the

input. On the one hand, the need for exogenous parameters to estimate an output temperature is more evident

because past thermal inputs are necessary for this calculation, as already shown with Duhamel’s theorem in Eq. 1.

On the other hand, the use of autoregressive parameters is less evident following Eq. 1. However, they are necessary45

because estimating the present output using previous ones, which are rich in information of past events, avoids the

need of using all the previous inputs in the calculation. Thus, an ARX model with a few autoregressive and exogenous

parameters could provide precise estimates of the current temperature output.

In the last decades, ARX models, which have always been useful in fields like mathematics and automation,

gained attention as well in other applications, especially in thermal engineering. Buildings are an excellent example50

of the applied use of parametric models because of their complex shape and transient input sources. Milovanović et

al. [15] and Jiménez et al. [16] used fit methods to estimate efficiently behavior laws for buildings, Mustafaraj et

al. [17], Wu and Sun [18], and Ŕıos-Moreno et al. [19] used them to create virtual sensors, while Yu et al. [20] and

Yoshida and Kumar [21] were able to improve the energy efficiency of some installations. Furthermore, parametric

models are very appropriate to monitor industrial environments and equipment because of their fast response and55

relatively easy application [22–24]. Researchers have also dedicated efforts on augmented versions of these linear

models [25–27].

Most of the applications cited above solve direct problems using parametric models, i.e. the input heat sources

u(t) are known and the temperature outputs T (t) are estimated. In this case, one calibration step using an inverse

method is necessary either to find the system response function Hi(t) or to obtain the reduced model parameters60

ai and bi (still considering a system that cannot be or is hardly modeled analytically). After that, the use of the

parametric models to estimate the outputs with the known inputs is rather straightforward. Nevertheless, this is

not the case when using classical methods to solve an IHCP, as shown in Fig. 2 (left). In such circumstance, after

the calibration step (step 2 in the figure), another inverse method is necessary to estimate the input source with

temperature measurements [25]. This implies using another regularization technique, which, consequently, increases65

the computational cost. For this reason, we propose herein a novel inversion method based on the original ARX

model: the inverse ARX, or IARX, which uses only one inversion step during the calibration. After this step, it

allows the source estimation by a direct calculation using the identified model, thus eliminating the second inversion

step in classical methods (Fig. 2, right).

This paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the IARX method from the original ARX discrete structure70

and recall the identification steps to obtain the reduced model parameters. Then, we present a numerical example of

a 1D diffusive system, including the identification of an IARX structure that estimates directly the researched input

heat flux. In the discussion, we analyze the effect of each IARX parameter on the inversion quality and stability.

Finally, we compare the IARX performance with the classical Beck’s function specification procedure.
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Figure 2: Comparison between the IHCP classical approach and the proposed Inverse ARX (IARX).

2. The Inverse ARX method (IARX)75

2.1. Method presentation

To differentiate the original ARX and the proposed IARX parameters in the following equations, we used a prime

symbol (’) to represent those corresponding to the original ARX and no additional symbol for the novel IARX. Using

Eq. 2 as a departure, the original ARX discrete structure can be rewritten as the following expression if we consider

the existence of an autoregressive parameter a′0 to y[k′] (for a time step k′), n′a +nc + 1 the number of autoregressive80

terms (na in Eq. 2), n′b +nc + 1 the number of exogenous terms (nb in Eq. 2), and neglect the presence of a response

delay (nk = 0):

n′
a+nc∑
i=0

a′iy[k′ − i] =

n′
b+nc∑
i=0

b′iu[k′ − i] (3)

We can split the summations and obtain the equation:

nc−1∑
i=0

a′iy[k′ − i] +

n′
a+nc∑
i=nc

a′iy[k′ − i] =

nc−1∑
i=0

b′iu[k′ − i] + b′nc
u[k′ − nc] +

n′
b+nc∑

i=nc+1

b′iu[k′ − i] (4)

that still allows the calculation of the output y[k′], which is included in the first summation in the left side of Eq. 4

(when i = 0). Nevertheless, we can use the same expression to calculate an intermediary input u[k] = u[k′−nc] after85

changing the time step reference as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, Eq. 4 becomes:

nc∑
i=1

af,iy[k + i] +

n′
a∑

i=0

ap,iy[k − i] =

nc∑
i=1

bf,iu[k + i] + bnc
u[k] +

n′
b∑

i=1

bp,iu[k − i] (5)

where the subscripts f and p refer to future and past parameters, either autoregressive and exogenous, in relation to

the time step k in IARX. Because future inputs u[k + i] are still unknown while estimating the input u[k], we can

set bf,i = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ nc and, after rearranging the equation we find:

bnc
u[k] =

nc∑
i=1

af,iy[k + i] +

n′
a∑

i=0

ap,iy[k − i]−
n′
b∑

i=1

bp,iu[k − i] (6)
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Figure 3: Change in the calculated time step from ARX to IARX.

Notice that we would obtain the same expression in Eq. 6 if we considered either u[k+ i] = u[k] or u[k+ i] = 0 in90

Eq. 5, which means we are assuming a fixed value for future inputs. However, with transient inputs, this would create

a biased estimation if nc is large. We show in the results section this is not the case as the estimations are not biased

even for very large nc. Finally, we rename and recognize the role of each coefficient in this new IARX structure

comparing with the original ARX equation. Therefore, bp,i/bnc = ai are actually the autoregressive parameters,

ap,i/bnc
= bi are the past exogenous parameters, and af,i/bnc

= ci are the future exogenous parameters. The95

notation for the number of each parameter is also corrected, i.e. n′b = na is the number of autoregressive parameters,

n′a + 1 = nb is the number of past exogenous parameters, and nc is still the number of future exogenous parameters.

This leads to the final equation of the proposed Inverse ARX (IARX) method given by:

u[k] = −
na∑
i=1

aiu[k − i] +

nb−1∑
i=0

biy[k − i] +

nc∑
i=1

ciy[k + i] (7)

recalling that, in an IHCP, u is the thermal input to be estimated and y is the temperature response of the system.

This equation can be written as matrices and vectors:100

u(nt−nc,1) = S(nt−nc,np)p(np,1) (8)

nt being the number of collected data (number of time steps), u the vector containing the estimated inputs, p the

IARX parameters vector, and S the sensitivity matrix, which are respectively defined by:

u(nt,1) = [u[1] u[2] . . . u[k] . . . u[nt − nc]]T (9)

p(np,1) = [a1 a2 . . . ana
b0 b1 . . . bnb−1 c1 c2 . . . cnc

]T (10)

S(nt,np) = [Ant−nc,na
Bnt−nc,nb

Cnt−nc,nc
] (11)

where A, B and C are sub-matrices containing respectively the past inputs, past outputs and future outputs, that
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is:

A(nt−nc,na) =



0 0 . . . 0

−u[1] 0 . . . 0

−u[2] −u[1] . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...

−u[k − 1] −u[k − 2] . . . −u[k − na]
...

...
. . .

...

−u[nt − nc − 1] −u[nt − nc − 2] . . . −u[nt − nc − na]


(12)

B(nt−nc,nb) =



y[1] 0 . . . 0

y[2] y[1] . . . 0

y[3] y[2] . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...

y[k] y[k − 1] . . . y[k − nb + 1]
...

...
. . .

...

y[nt − nc] y[nt − nc − 1] . . . y[nt − nc − nb + 1]


(13)

C(nt−nc,nc) =



y[2] y[3] . . . y[1 + nc]

y[3] y[4] . . . y[2 + nc]

y[4] y[5] . . . y[3 + nc]
...

...
. . .

...

y[k + 1] y[k + 2] . . . y[k + nc]
...

...
. . .

...

y[nt − nc + 1] y[nt − nc + 2] . . . y[nt]


(14)

Hence, Eq. 7 allows to estimate the inputs u given a set of known outputs y. Note that Eq. 7 is the same as105

the original ARX if nc = 0 and if we isolate the output y[k]. In this study where we present the proposed method,

we assume that the system starts in thermal equilibrium. More precisely, the system is at the same temperature of

the environment and no heat input is applied be- fore the experiment or simulation starts, so both the initial and

boundary conditions are known for t ≤ 0.

2.2. Calibration and validation steps110

The first step for using either the traditional ARX method or the proposed IARX is finding the values of the

autoregressive and exogenous parameters. This is accomplished during a calibration process using known data (we

herein name them reference, so we have uref for the input and yref for the output), obtained by experimental

measurements or numerical simulations, to construct the matrix S in Eq. 11. Then, we employ the least-squares

method with Eq. 8 to estimate the parameters vector p̂ (the hat indicates that the parameters are estimated), as115
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shown below:

p̂ =
(
STS

)−1
STuref (15)

In an ideal scenario where the input and the output are noiseless, the estimated parameters p̂ would be equal to a

theoretically exact solution that is intrinsic to the analyzed system. Nevertheless, because experimental measurements

usually contain noise (which can be reproduced in numerical simulations), the estimated parameters might differ

substantially from the exact solution. For this reason, it is important to reinforce that p̂ is not an exact solution120

because it is affected by the noise level. Nevertheless, its expected value is still the exact solution if the signal noise

ε is independent and identically distributed, i.e. its value probability follows a normal distribution with zero mean

value and σ2
ε variance.

The second step consists of validating the parametric model found during calibration. This is performed using a

different set of known data, also by experiments or simulations, to progressively estimate the input û at each instant125

k. Consequently, each line of the estimated matrix Â (Eq. 12) is built with the previous heat flux estimated values

(i.e. for na time steps before k), finally having an estimated sensitivity matrix Ŝ containing the estimated inputs û

and the measured outputs yref , therefore:

û = Ŝp̂ (16)

The method validation is done using two parameters: the relative residue r and the fit percentage. The first is

the difference between the estimated and the reference values divided by the reference value and is calculated at each130

time step, giving:

r[k] =
û[k]− uref [k]

uref [k]
(17)

while the fit percentage is given by:

fit = 100

[
1−

∑nt−nc

k=1 (uref [k]− û[k])2∑nt−nc

k=1 (uref [k]− û)2

]
(18)

û being the mean value of û. While we desire r[k] to be as close as possible to zero, a 100% fit percentage means the

parametric model represents perfectly the reference input, a 0% fit means that the obtained model is as accurate as

a straight line over the mean value, and fit→ −∞ means the model reproduces poorly the known data.135

2.3. Understanding the IARX method

If we compare the original ARX model (Eq. 2) and the proposed IARX (Eq. 7), we immediately observe that

the autoregressive parameters (ai) play the same role of bringing past information from previously estimated values.

This is not the case for the past exogenous parameter (bi). In the original ARX model, this parameter complies with

the physics causality of past thermal inputs u affecting the present temperature output y, while in IARX it could be140

neglected because a present thermal input should not be dependent on past temperature responses. We show in the

numerical application (section 3.3) that past exogenous parameters can indeed be suppressed without compromising

substantially the thermal input estimate. The novelty found in IARX compared to ARX is the presence of future
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exogenous terms, whose existence is reasonable if we think of the causality of the events. For a given time step k, only

future temperature outputs y[k + i] are a response to the present thermal input u[k]. Therefore, they are certainly145

necessary to estimate the input, as well as autoregressive terms, as we demonstrated in section 3.3.

The reader who is familiarized with Beck’s function specification method (FSM) [2], which is presented in detail

in Appendix A based on our test case in section 3, would possibly recall the use of future temperature measurements

to estimate a thermal input, like a heat flux as a boundary condition. His method uses the so-called future time

steps, that is, uses nfts future temperature measurements and consider a functional form for the nfts future thermal150

inputs. The simplest approach is to consider these future inputs equal to the one being calculated at the time step

k. Consequently, we have nfts equations to estimate u[k], whose value is found by least squares.

Even though nfts in Beck’s FSM and nc in IARX are the number of future data used to estimate the present

input, they are conceptually different from each other. Beck’s future time steps act as a filter for the temperature

noise, thus the higher the nfts, the higher the filtering action, reducing the problem with the signal noise. However,155

an excessive increase in nfts can bias the thermal input estimate because the functional form adopted for the future

thermal inputs, like a constant value, deviates from reality. In turn, the future exogenous parameters in IARX are

the output responses to previous inputs, hence using a higher nc means having more information to estimate the

present thermal input. Therefore, we should not expect any biasing because of the choice of nc, although it still

must not be excessive so IARX would start modeling the noise as well. Despite this conceptual difference, both160

methods need future output information to estimate the current input, which means nfts and nc play the same role

in an engineering application of the number of necessary future measurements to solve the inverse problem. This

parameter may affect, for example, the response delay in onboard diagnosis applications, as we demonstrated in the

last section of the numerical application example (section 3.4).

In the introduction, we mentioned the use of detailed models, like an analytical solution with Duhamel’s theorem165

(Eq. 1), or reduced models, like the proposed IARX, to solve an IHCP. Both approaches provide prior information

to solve an inverse problem, the first using a physical or an identified model, and the second using a calibration step

with known input and output to find the input-output correlation through autoregressive and exogenous parameters.

Notice that, before IARX calibration step, we may not have complete information of the system, which is the reason

for using parametric models. Nevertheless, identifying and developing simplified models the involved phenomena170

may provide useful information to identify the system inputs that affect a target output, so the obtained parametric

model would be more robust. After the calibration step is performed, the identified IARX parameters allow solving

the inverse problem with the direct calculation of the thermal input (as shown in Fig. 2) with Eq. 7 using measured

temperature outputs. Therefore, the inputs and outputs identification and the calibration step are very important

to mitigate the information deficit of the IHCP.175

Finally, it is important to observe the applicability of the proposed IARX method in real experiments, especially

during the calibration step. Measuring a temperature response is normally evident in an experiment, but the thermal

input (for example, heat flux at a boundary) is usually not easy or even impossible to measure. This was already

challenging even for classical IHCPs but it is feasible in controlled experiments, like using plate heater on a boundary

and thermal insulation as performed by Beck et al. [3]. Even though Al Hadad et al. [28] performed a numerical study180

of a heat exchanger, it could be easily reproduced experimentally because the thermal input is an inlet temperature.
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In cases where the experimental evaluation of the thermal input is unfeasible, detailed numerical simulations of the

experiment can help to identify input-output correlations or validate the inverse method [9, 29], so they are also an

option to generate data for the calibration step and find the IARX parameters.

3. Numerical application and discussion185

3.1. Test case presentation

Figure 4 presents the test case we used to generate the input and output data for the model calibration and

validation by solving the heat equation. This is a simple 1D transient heat conduction problem in a planar wall with

a variable heat flux φ(0, t) = φ applied onto the wall at x = 0 and insulated surface at x = L. A temperature probe

is located at xTC and its measurements are used as the output of our system, while the heat flux φ is the thermal190

input we desire to obtain with the IARX method. With α being the material thermal diffusivity, the heat equation

to solve is:

∂2T

∂x2
=

1

α

∂T

∂t
(19)

Figure 4: Tested case: 1D transient heat conduction in a planar wall.

The analytical solution that gives the temperature at the probe location is obtained using the quadrupoles method

[30] and considering the heat flux input as constant by parts (Duhamel’s theorem) [13], we find the analytical solution

in the discrete form as presented below:195

Θ[k] =

k−1∑
j=0

Xk−jφ[j] (20)

where Θk is the difference between the probe temperature at the time step k and the initial temperature, and X is

the impedance vector whose elements are calculated by:

Xj = − 1

λ

∫ tj+1

tj

Z(xTC , τ)dτ (21)

λ being the material thermal conductivity and Z a function in the time domain obtained after using the Stehfest

algorithm [31] for the Laplace transform inversion of the expression below:

Z = L−1
{

1√
p
α

[
cosh

(√
p
αL
)

sinh
(√

p
αL
) cosh

(√
p

α
xTC

)
− sinh

(√
p

α
xTC

)]}
(22)
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where p is the Laplace variable.200

Figure 5 presents the calibration data, which is a 50 s step input resulting in an increase and a subsequent decrease

in the temperature at the probe location, and the two validation data with both positive and negative values of heat

flux, the first being a sequence of different input functions and the second a sequence of step inputs with different

widths. Actually, the ideal calibration input would be a Dirac pulse because it covers the entire frequency spectrum

with the same amplitude, which means that all the phenomenon frequencies would be uniformly represented by the205

input signal. However, using a Dirac pulse in real systems, especially in heat transfer applications, is not always

feasible because either the system input can only be applied for more than a minimum duration (so it is not a pulse)

or the Dirac pulse results in a negligible output response. For this reason, using a step function is more representative

of real systems applications but it contains more low-frequency signals, as shown in the frequency spectra in Fig. 6

(named ”calibration (no filtering)”). In the same figure, we present as well the frequency spectra of the validations,210

which are as well more representative for lower frequencies, and a case of the calibration input with filtering, which

is presented and discussed later. The geometry, probe location, material properties and time step used in this test

case are available in Table 1. These values were chosen to simulate an experiment using a 20-mm thick nickel plate

instrumented with a thermocouple inserted as close as possible to the surface where heat exchange occurs and with

a data acquisition rate of 50 Hz (this is the reason of Fig. 6 ending at 25 Hz, which is the Nyquist frequency).215

Figure 5: Inputs and outputs used for the calibration and validation steps (reference).

3.2. IARX calibration and validation

First, we perform the calibration step using the referential data for the input heat flux and temperature evolution

in Fig. 5a to obtain the IARX parameters using least squares (Eq. 15). For this first analysis, we arbitrarily fixed the

number of IARX parameters as na = nb = nc = 20 and the temperature measurements contained a white noise with

σε = 1.10−5 K, i.e. nearly noiseless. Although in real experiments we would always have measurement noises, testing220

a noiseless case allows us to evaluate at first the IARX performance in an idealized condition, which is the case, for

example, of numerical simulations. Then, the IARX method was validated using the temperature data presented

in Fig. 5b and c and comparing the estimated and the referential heat fluxes. Figure 7 presents the results of both
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Figure 6: Normalized frequency spectra of the different inputs used in this study (smoothed using 20 neighboring points).

Table 1: Geometry, probe location and material properties used in the test cases.

Calculation parameters Value

Wall dimension (L) 20 mm

Probe location (xTC) 1 mm

Density (ρ) 8700 kg/m3

Specific heat (cp) 525 J/(kg.K)

Thermal conductivity (λ) 52 W/(m.K)

Thermal diffusivity (α) 1.1385.10−5 m2/s

Time step (∆tk) 0.02 s

the calibration and validation steps. The input heat flux is well estimated for all the cases, with a mean residue |r|

lower than 1% for the calibration data set and lower than 3% for both the validations. We should remark that the225

relative residue is incalculable when the referential heat flux is zero (Eq. 17), which explains why there is no residue

in the calibration results after 50 s. The highest residue of approximately 20% is observed in the first validation case

at about 145 s and 176 s. This happens because the referential heat flux is the lowest in magnitude (about 9.10−4

W/m2), so the relative error becomes higher. For the other points, the deviation between estimated and referential

heat flux is not higher than 5%, hence the IARX succeeded to obtain the input heat flux even where there were large230

and discontinuous variations.

Nevertheless, in the case there is a noise with σε = 1 K standard deviation in the referential temperature, the

IARX accuracy is largely degraded, as we observe in Fig. 8. Already in the calibration process, the IARX does not

present a satisfactory result in estimating the input heat flux, with mean and maximum residues of 12.9% and 30%,

respectively. This is even more evident in the validation process where both cases presented poor fit percentages235

(below 90%). The relative residues are poor as well, especially in the first case where the mean residue is higher than

64% and local deviations reach values above 400%. In the second validation test, the largest deviations are observed

in the discontinuities, which could be tolerable for some applications. However, relative residues as high as 60% are

still present in the middle of some steps, either overestimating and underestimating, which is hardly acceptable.
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Figure 7: IARX calibration and validation with nearly noiseless temperature outputs.

Figure 8: IARX calibration and validation with noisy temperature outputs and no filtering.
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We could improve the IARX accuracy by increasing the number of parameters, but not excessively otherwise240

IARX would model the noise. However, it is preferable to use as few parameters as possible to work with a simpler

model. One solution is reducing the temperature noise by filtering or smoothing only the calibration data to improve

the parameters estimation. In this study, we used a convolution filtering on both the input and output that simply

resulted in the cumulative summation of the signals. The main advantage of this method is the elimination of the

noise as the cumulative summation step increases because the mean value of the noise is zero (characteristic of white245

noise) and, consequently, the calibration data becomes virtually noiseless. On the other hand, this filtering decreases

the amplitude of higher frequencies in the input signal (Fig. 6), hence the IARX method will represent better the

lower frequencies of the input and may lose accuracy in fast transitions or discontinuities. Figure 9 presents the IARX

calibration and validation steps with noisy temperature signals (still σε = 1 K) but with filtered calibration data. The

results show that even though we have only filtered the calibration data, the IARX method still succeeded to estimate250

well the input heat flux in both validation cases. Also, this calibration data filtering improved substantially the model

accuracy, reducing the mean residues to 10.4% and 6.8% for the first and second validation cases, respectively. As

expected, large deviations are still present at the discontinuities; however, local relative residues are globally not

higher than 10%, except where the input heat flux is the lowest in magnitude and, consequently, more affected by

the temperature noise (for example, at about 16, 140 and 170 s in the first validation case). We should note that a255

noise standard deviation of 1 K is usually very high in real applications. However, we chose this value to test our

IARX method in more difficult conditions and it still performed well.

Figure 9: IARX calibration and validation with noisy temperature outputs and with filtering.
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3.3. Analysis of the IARX parameters

For the analysis of each IARX parameter effect, we continued using a temperature noise of 1 K and we performed

the calibration step using the aforementioned data filtering. Also, while varying the number of one type of IARX260

parameter to evaluate its effect, the number of the others were fixed to 20 (as before). At last, we present results in

this section only with the first validation case to avoid overloading this article, but we tested as well the parameters

effects with the second validation test and we reached the same results herein discussed.

Figure 10 presents the effect of the number of future exogenous parameters (nc) on the IARX results. First,

estimating the input heat flux without future exogenous terms is unfeasible in the tested conditions as the calculation265

rapidly diverges. When using at least one future exogenous parameter, the IARX method provided a converging

result even though it estimated poorly the input heat flux. Then, the increase in nc improves the parametric model

accuracy, reaching a satisfactory result with nc = 10 (fit = 99.1%). This analysis demonstrates the importance of nc

in the IARX estimation quality and that future exogenous parameters are indispensable to solve the inverse problem

with the proposed method.270

Figure 10: IARX results with the first validation case for different numbers of future exogenous parameters.

On the other hand, the number of past exogenous terms plays a minor, maybe negligible role on the parametric

model estimation, as we see in Fig. 11. Even with nb = 0, the inverse heat flux matched well the reference. This

result is logical when reflecting on physics of the problem and causality principle. Because an input heat flux u[k] at

a time step k only affects the system for future times, i.e. for t ≥ t[k], estimating u[k] using temperature information

obtained in past times (when t < t[k]) is unreasonable. That explains as well the previous result showing that the275

increase in the number of future exogenous terms improves the quality of the parametric model. Nevertheless, using

a few past exogenous terms can improve a little the estimation of the input heat flux, as we see in Fig. 11, so its
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use can be justified depending on the application and the desired model accuracy. Also, using both past and future

exogenous terms might be useful in systems where it is difficult to identify which signals are inputs and which ones

are outputs, a situation that can occur in complex multi-input-multi-output systems. The present study being a280

single-input-single-output system, the input (heat flux) and the output (temperature) are easily identified.

Figure 11: IARX results with the first validation case for different numbers of past exogenous parameters.

Figure 12: IARX results with the first validation case for different numbers of autoregressive parameters.

Finally, Fig. 12 presents how the number of autoregressive parameters affects the IARX results. When there are

no autoregressive terms, the parametric model immediately diverges after a few time steps so the fit percentage tends

to negative infinity. Using one autoregressive term is already sufficient to obtain fine estimations of the input heat

fluxes, with a slight increase in the IARX quality using na = 2. However, a further increase in na does not increase285

any better the input heat flux estimation, as the fit percentage is practically the same for na = 2 and na = 10. This

happens because, for this test case, the method of least squares finds negligible values for ai when i ≥ 3 (Fig. 13), a1

and a2 being the only autoregressive parameters that are significant to the parametric model either using or not past
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exogenous terms (nb = 20 and nb = 0 in Fig. 13, respectively). One important characteristic in the IARX parameters

is that, for any test case, number of parameters (na, nb and nc) or noise standard deviation, we always find that290 ∑
ai ≈ −1 and

∑
bi +

∑
ci ≈ 0. Therefore, there is a compensation effect, which is common in parametric models,

that tend to respect this condition, which is important to ensure IARX is still capable to estimate the heat input in

steady-state conditions, even when the system is no longer at the same as the initial (like the calibration case).

Figure 13: IARX parameters with and without past exogenous terms.

3.4. IARX vs. Beck’s function specification method

In this section, we used the first validation case to compare the proposed IARX method to Beck’s FSM, high-295

lighting the advantages and disadvantages of each one. We applied data filtering in the calibration step to estimate

the IARX parameters and, for both models, the temperature signals contain a white noise with σε = 1 K.

Starting with the methods accuracy, Fig. 14a presents the mean residue of the models as a function of the number

of future exogenous nc in IARX and of the number of future time steps nfts in FSM since these two parameters give

the number of future data used to solve the IHCP. The number of autoregressive and past exogenous parameters300

in IARX was fixed to na = 2 and nb = 3 to ensure a better input heat flux estimation with the least parameters,

as demonstrated in the previous section. With both models, we observed a rapid decrease in the residue with the

increase in the number of future data up to nc = nfts = 20, the FSM presenting a slightly steeper decrease compared

to the IARX method. This information is important for real-time calculations or onboard diagnosis systems because

using less future data to estimate a past input means a smaller delay in the calculated heat flux. For instance, a305

10% mean residue is reached with nfts = 15 and nc = 20 using the FSM and the IARX, respectively. Therefore, if

both models demanded the same computational time (which is not the case, as discussed further), the FSM would

respond 0.1 s faster than the IARX for our test case (time step of 0.02 s, as shown in Table 1).

Nevertheless, a continued increase in the number of FSM future time steps results in an increase in the model

residue. This occurs because the FSM hypothesis of future heat fluxes being equal to the calculated heat flux is untrue310
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14: a) Mean residue as a function of the number of future exogenous parameters with IARX (nc) or future time step with FSM

(nfts); b) IARX future exogenous parameters with nc = 200 for the tested case with σε = 1 K; C) IARX future exogenous parameters

with nc = 200 for the tested case with σε = 1E-5 K.

when the number of future time steps is excessive, resulting in a biased input estimation. On the other hand, this loss

of accuracy does not occur with the IARX method when nc is very large. One could imagine that this characteristic

would occur because the highest order parameters would be negligible, as the heat equation is a parabolic differential

equation. However, Fig. 14b shows the future exogenous parameters estimated by IARX using nc = 200 and we

find that their value does not decrease as their order increases. This is related to the aforementioned compensation315

characteristic that takes place especially in the presence of noisy data. If the calibration data were noiseless, we

would observe a decrease in the future exogenous values with the increase in the parameter order (Fig. 14c). Also,

this unbiased result even with nc = 200 confirms that the IARX equation is indeed obtained with the hypothesis we

adopted of setting bf,i = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ nc in Eq. 5 to obtain Eq. 6. If the hypothesis were considering future heat

fluxes u[k + i] equal to u[k] or to zero, as we mentioned in the presentation of the model, we would observe biasing320

with a further increase in nc (as we saw with the FSM), but this is not the case as demonstrated in this analysis.

Next, Fig. 15 presents the relative residue of each model with the first validation case. The number of future data

for the IARX and the FSM in this calculation was, respectively, nc = 20 and nfts = 15 to compare two conditions

with similar mean residue, as mentioned before. We found that the IARX residue did not contain much noise but

is slightly biased in transitions of the input heat flux, which is a typical disadvantage of parametric models. This325

happens because the input used in the calibration step is richer with lower frequencies (Fig. 6), so IARX represents

better these lower frequencies and can present this bias in transitions. Meanwhile, the residue with the FSM was

not biased but was noisier, which could be reduced by increasing the number of future time steps. However, its

advantage of faster input calculation compared to IARX would no longer exist and we could bias the estimates as

already discussed. We should note that the FSM solution does not present any bias because we used an analytical330

solution with perfectly-known parameters to its calculation, which means there are no errors in the model. However,

idealizations (for example, assuming constant thermophysical properties) or imprecise values of parameters (like using

properties values found in datasheets or use imprecise measurements of the probe position) introduce deterministic

errors to the model, i.e. they would bias the estimated heat flux. This is an advantage of parametric models like

IARX: the calibration step comprises some non-idealizations and assumptions in the calculation of the parameters,335
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eliminating most of the model errors.

Figure 15: Comparison of the IARX and FSM residues using the first validation case with nc = 20 and nfts = 12.

There are other important features related to their application that we must compare, especially considering

computational costs. The following values herein presented were results of the calculations performed with MATLAB

R2017b in a desktop computer with Windows 10 64-bits, Intel® CoreTM i5-7500 processor, 3.40 GHz base frequency,

16 GB RAM. Firstly, the FSM demands recording the entire history of the estimated heat fluxes and impedance340

(Eq. 21) to calculate the next input and, consequently, consumes more memory space. As an example of our test

case, the input heat flux calculation at 40 s with the FSM required a stored data size of 96 kB (most part due to 6000

data from past heat fluxes and another 6000 data from the impedance). This amount of data obviously increases with

the increase in the time step to be calculated. Meanwhile, for the same calculation, the IARX consumed only 400 B

of memory space (200 B for the twenty-five IARX parameters, 160 B for the twenty future temperatures, 24 B for345

the three past temperatures and 16 B for the two past heat fluxes), without considering the calibration step which is

necessary only once to obtain the parameters. These values for memory consumption may seem negligible compared

to modern computers. Nevertheless, applications with onboard computing and diagnosis usually have very limited

memory. For example, modern electronic control units (ECU) used in non-autonomous vehicles have about 2 to 8

MB memory capacity [32], hence consuming only hundreds of bytes instead of a hundred kylobytes is a substantial350

saving in memory space. One important advantage of the IARX method is that this memory consumption is constant

for any time step calculation because we can discard temperature measurements and heat fluxes obtained before the

time steps used in the past exogenous and autoregressive terms, respectively. For the same reason, the FSM requires

a higher computational time than the IARX: respectively 212 and 117 ms to estimate all the heat fluxes in our test

case, which means 45% reduction in calculation time if using IARX. Finally, we summarize in Table 2 the conclusions355

of the comparison between IARX and FSM with values from our test case between parentheses.
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Table 2: Summary of the comparison between IARX and FSM.

Characteristic IARX FSM

Delay to estimate the input Slightly larger (0.4 s) Slightly smaller (0.3 s)

Excessive number of future data No restriction (Fig. 14) Substantially biased (Fig. 14)

Quality of the input estimate Low noise, slightly biased (Fig. 15) Locally noisy, no bias (Fig. 15)

Memory space Smaller (400 B) Larger (96 kB)

Calculation time Faster (117 ms) Slower (212 ms)

4. Conclusions

This paper presented a novel method, named IARX (inverse ARX), to solve inverse heat conduction problems

using a parametric model based on the classical ARX structure but containing future exogenous terms. The proposed

model was validated using analytical solutions of a 1D heat conduction problem within a planar wall with one insulated360

surface and another with an imposed heat flux. By using the temperature evolution (the system output) at a given

point within the wall, the IARX method was able to estimate successfully this input heat flux. For the tested cases

without and with temperature noise, the model presented mean residue values of about 3% and 10%, although the

latter required using a convolution filtering.

The analysis of the IARX parameters showed that the adoption of future exogenous terms plays an important role365

in the inverse problem solution and, moreover, in the model accuracy. Although using few past exogenous parameters

slightly improves the model estimation, they are not necessary for the calculation, which is explained by the causality

of the problem. Concerning the autoregressive parameters, at least one was necessary to obtain a converging result.

With the tested case, only the first two autoregressive parameters were significant, while the others were very close

to zero. Finally, a comparison was made between the IARX and Beck’s function specification method (FSM). On370

the one hand, Beck’s method presents unbiased but noisy estimates when using an optimized number of future time

steps. On the other hand, the IARX estimates are less noisy but slightly biased, which is a typical disadvantage of

parametric models, but using an excessive number of future exogenous parameter does not affect the model quality

as we observe with the FSM. Also, IARX is computationally cost-effective as it requires much less memory space

and its calculation is significantly faster.375

5. Future work

In this paper, we presented the novel IARX method and analyses of the model to understand how each parameter

affected the inversion quality and how better could it be compared to a classical method like FSM, showing this

is a promising tool, very useful for complex single-input-single-output systems. We expect to evaluate in future

investigations how IARX works in other situations like with unfavorable instrumentation (a larger xTC), in 2D heat380

conduction problems or for multi-input-multi-output systems. This will allow understanding better the strengths

and the limitations of the proposed method.
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Appendix A. Beck’s function specification method475

Consider we are estimating the input heat flux φ̂[k] at the time step k and, for this purpose, all the previous heat

fluxes are already known. Also, temperature measurements up to a time step k+ 1 +nfts are already available, nfts
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being the number of future time steps. Hence, after using Eq. 20 to calculate Θ[k + 1] and isolating the term φ̂[k],

we obtain the following expression for the first future time step:

X1φ̂[k] = Θ[k + 1]−
k−1∑
j=0

Xk−j+1φ̂[j] (A.1)

Even very small temperature noises can make the heat flux estimation diverge rapidly. Hence, Beck proposed480

using equations that estimate future heat fluxes, which include future temperature measurements. However, because

future heat fluxes are still unknown, we use the hypothesis considering future heat fluxes are equal to the heat flux

to be estimated. Consequently, using again Eq. 20, we have the following equation for the second future time step:

X1φ̂[k + 1] = Θ[k + 2]−X2φ̂[k]−
k−1∑
j=0

Xk−j+2φ̂[j] (A.2)

and considering φ̂[k + 1] = φ̂[k]:

(X1 +X2) φ̂[k] = Θ[k + 2]−
k−1∑
j=0

Xk−j+2φ̂[j] (A.3)

We redo this calculation for the third future time step and we obtain the expression below:485

X1φ̂[k + 2] = Θ[k + 3]−X2φ̂[k + 1]−X3φ̂[k]−
k−1∑
j=0

Xk−j+3φ̂[j] (A.4)

and considering φ̂[k + 2] = φ̂[k + 1] = φ̂[k]:

(X1 +X2 +X3) φ̂[k] = Θ[k + 3]−
k−1∑
j=0

Xk−j+3φ̂[j] (A.5)

We can establish a pattern to find the equation for the nthfts future time step

nfts∑
j=1

Xj

 φ̂[k] = Θ[k + nfts]−
k−1∑
j=0

Xk−j+nfts
φ̂[j] (A.6)

This system of nfts equations can be written in the matrix form as:

Xftsφ̂[k] = dfts (A.7)

where Xfts is the sensitivity vector built with the summation between parentheses in left of Eq. A.6 for each future

time step, and dfts the result vector calculated as well for each future time step with the term in the right of Eq. A.6.490

Finally, we calculate φ̂[k] by the method of least squares, therefore:

φ̂[k] =
(
XT
ftsXfts

)−1
XT
ftsdfts (A.8)

Now that φ̂[k] is known, as well as all the past heat fluxes (before the time step k), we repeat the method to

estimate the next heat flux φ̂[k + 1]. This is performed progressively until the time step nt − nfts because there are

no future temperature measurements to estimate heat fluxes after this point.
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